SUPPLY LIST FOR MATERIAL MATRIX CLASS: “WAKE UP CUP”
Sewing machine in good working order, with a 1/4” foot
Rotary cutter and mat, with a sharp blade
Omnigrid ruler for cutting 2.5 inch squares, any length
The photo with the grid (attached)
A neutral thread
Sewing kit with the usual tools: scissors, seam ripper, etc.
Pens or pencils for marking light and dark fabric
A stack of 3“ post-its for isolating the squares on the photo
A piece of cardboard, approx. 12” by 12” to arrange your squares and transport to the
ironing board
Paper and pen if you like to take notes (I have hand-outs)
Fabric (see note below)
Optional: Best Press
Regarding fabric: with the photo I have supplied, you will need to begin
collecting pieces for class. As you would imagine, you will not be buying yardage,
but will need pieces in small amounts to interpret your photo: fat quarters,
1/8 yard cuts, even scraps. You want a range of values within each color as
far as the photo dictates. Look through your stash first, then take the photo
with you to shop if needed. Be adventuresome in your selections, please include prints.
Ombres, stripes, and polka-dots are good too!! We will be cutting 2.5 inch squares.
Please do not cut any fabric before class. If class participants share with each other
then we will have a nicer variety. For this piece you will need in class fabric in the
following colors: white, grey, green, purple and a small amout of brown. You will notice
in my sample I took some liberties in the intensity of my purples and greens, artistic
license at work! Choose what you like and want to work with. You may bring jelly rolls
and other 2-1/2” strips if you have them, just know you will need bigger pieces too,
and most of the time.
Feel free to call or email me with questions or concerns. Note: there is a $3. class fee
to cover my handouts, etc.
Sandra Bruce
(530) 210-9748 or (530) 477-1909
sandrabruce@pacbell.net

